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Dear Harbor Commission and Harbor District Managment,

Last week I attended the joint Assembly and Senate Committee on Sexual Harassment
Prevention and Response. It's a sub-Committee of the Rules Committee under both houses. 

Please watch the hearing video clip for my remarks to the joint committee:
https://youtu.be/dvknebwCrVk '

Please find the joint committee Agendas and Packet documents published here:
http://shpr.legislature.ca.gov/agendas 

Transcript

Joint Sub-Committee on Sexual Harassment Prevention and Response

Thursday, Feb 15, 2018

I'm Sabrina Brennan, a Harbor Commissioner in San Mateo County, and I’m speaking today
as a member of the public. I can tell you from personal experience that complaints and
investigations are severely mishandled at the countywide special district that I represent.

Thank you for your service and for the opportunity to make the following remarks: 

There should be uniform anti-harassment, anti-discrimination, and anti-retaliation policies,
laws, whistleblower protections, education, and training across State and Local Agencies.  

In depth anti-harassment, anti-discrimination, and anti-retaliation education and unconscious
bias training should be a requirement for all elected and appointed representatives and
government employees.

Current training lacks information about best practices for conducting independent
investigations once a complaint is made.

All harassment, discrimination, and retaliation complaints should be investigated and the
findings should be transparent.

Types of inappropriate behavior should be clearly described and consequences should be well
defined.  Doing this would help move cultural norms in a positive direction. 

A panel of three or more people should select investigators and the panel must include both
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SPECTRUM OF SEXUAL MISCONDUCT AT WORK (SSMW – 2018) -- Kathleen Kelley 


Reardon, Ph.D., Professor Emerita, University of Southern California Marshall School of 


Business  


Decisions about which category a behavior falls into depend on the 
situation, tone of delivery and nonverbal behaviors.  The spectrum is not 
intended to be a set of cut-and-dried categories. It’s a blueprint for 
organizations – a means of defining levels of offensiveness that can 
contribute to a hostile work climate as well as types of behaviors that are 
particularly serious and egregious.  The spectrum is a working taxonomy to 
which additional examples can be added by those using it. 
 


Non-offensive (Common remarks on such things as hair style and dress): “You look nice today,” 


“I like your haircut,” “Nice outfit,” “That’s a good color on you,” “You look lovely.” 


Awkward/Mildly Offensive (Comments involving or implying gender distinctions unfavorable 


to women): “You would say that as a woman,” “I suppose it’s a woman’s prerogative to change 


her mind;” “We can’t speak frankly around you women anymore.” 


Offensive (Gender-insensitive or superior manner):  Holding a woman’s arm while talking to 


her; uninvited hugs; patronizing, dismissive or exclusionary behavior; making stereotypical jokes 


about women, blondes, brunettes, red-heads, etc.; implying or stating that women are distracted 


by family. 


Highly Offensive (Intentionally denigrating): Joking or implications about a woman’s intellect 


or skills being limited due to her gender; labels like “ice queen” or “female mafia;” comments on 


physical attributes used to embarrass, insult or demean.  


Evident Sexual Misconduct (Usually crude or physically intrusive): Looking a woman up and 


down in a sexually suggestive manner; grabbing, unwelcome holding, touching or kissing; 


ignoring a woman’s expressed disinterest in a personal or intimate relationship; crude jokes that 


demean women; describing women with such terms as “slut” or “frigid.” 


Egregious Sexual Misconduct (Typically involves coercion, sexual abuse, or assault): Overt 


sexual behavior while a woman is present; pressing against a woman suggestively; threatening or 


implying career damage to a woman who refuses to engage in sex or sexual behavior; forcing or 


coercing a woman to have sex. 
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women and men. 

The complainant and complainee should be provided with copies of all investigation reports.  

A panel or a review board that includes both women and men should make recommendations
about disciplinary action.

A commission or a statewide elected board might be a logical option for reviewing
investigations and determining outcomes.
An appeal board could review decisions in the event a complainant or complainee was
dissatisfied with an investigation or the outcome of an investigation. 

Recently I’ve been in conversation with Neil McCormick, Director of the California Special
District Association about the need for anti-harassment, anti-discrimination, and anti-
retaliation training that includes best practices for conducting unbiased and independent
investigations.  

However I’d like to point out that it’s not reasonable to expect that local agency associations
like CSDA, the League of Cities, or an overburdened state oversight agency such as the Fair
Political Practices Commission will be able to correct the long history of sexual harassment,
gender discrimination, and sexual orientation discrimination in the workplace. And it’s worth
noting that many of those organizations lack gender diversity, racial diversity, and sexual
orientation diversity in management positions, organizational governance, consultants hired to
provide training, and newsletter, website, and social media content. 

This pandemic has been overlooked for far too long. A comprehensive statewide plan for
addressing these complex problems must be thoughtfully developed, prioritized, and funded.   

It’s critically important that workplaces throughout California be safe and free from
harassment, discrimination, and retaliation. I applaud your effort to search for creative
solutions. Thank you.

Spectrum of Sexual Misconduct

Kathleen Kelley Reardon, Ph.D., Professor Emerita, University of Southern California
Marshall School of Business spoke at the joint committee hearing.  Read Professor Reardon’s
attached paper on the spectrum of sexual misconduct. 

Sincerely,
Sabrina Brennan
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